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ABSTRACT: α-Synuclein (α-Syn), an intrinsically dis-
ordered protein, is associated with Parkinson’s disease.
Though molecular pathogenic mechanisms are ill-defined,
mounting evidence connects its amyloid forming and
membrane binding propensities to disease etiology.
Contrary to recent data suggesting that membrane
remodeling by α-syn involves anionic phospholipids and
helical structure, we discovered that the protein deforms
vesicles with no net surface charge (phosphatidylcholine,
PC) into tubules (average diameter ∼20 nm). No
discernible secondary structural changes were detected
by circular dichroism spectroscopy upon the addition of
vesicles. Notably, membrane remodeling inhibits α-syn
amyloid formation affecting both lag and growth phases.
Using five single tryptophan variants and time-resolved
fluorescence anisotropy measurements, we determined
that α-syn influences bilayer structure with surprisingly
weak interaction and no site specificity (partition constant,
Kp ∼ 300 M−1). Vesicle deformation by α-syn under a
variety of different lipid/protein conditions is characterized
via transmission electron microscopy. As cellular mem-
branes are enriched in PC lipids, these results support
possible biological consequences for α-syn induced
membrane remodeling related to both function and
pathogenesis.

An intrinsically disordered protein, α-synuclein (α-syn), is
enriched in the presynaptic nerve terminals. Intracellular

accumulation of α-syn amyloid is a histopathological hallmark of
Parkinson’s disease (PD).1 Missense mutations of α-syn as well
as gene duplication and triplication are linked to familial, early
onset PD, implicating the protein as a pathogenic agent.2 While
its biological function is ill-defined, various data suggest that α-
syn association with synaptic vesicles plays a role in neuronal
transmission.3 Importantly, mounting evidence supports aber-
rant α-syn-membrane interactions in cytotoxicity, including
Golgi fragmentation, mitochondrial fission, and lysosomal
malfunction.4 Molecular mechanisms by which α-syn promotes
membrane disruption are not well understood.5

An emerging view is that α-syn can strongly influence the
structure and properties of phospholipid bilayers. Recent
examples include membrane thinning6 and membrane curvature
generation7 as well as formation of tubular structures.8 Presence
of anionic phospholipids, e.g., phosphatidylglycerol (PG),
phosphatidylserine, or phosphatidic acid (PA), and folding of

α-helical structure are thought to be essential for membrane
binding and remodeling (deformation) by α-syn. Membrane
shapes along with bilayer integrity are crucial in cellular activities
such as intracellular vesicular transport.9 Accordingly, it is
compelling to hypothesize that α-syn bends and remodels
membranes as part of its physiological as well as pathological
function.
In prior work using neutron reflectivity measurements, we

have shown that α-syn partially inserts into the outer leaflet of the
bilayer and thins the membrane.6 This observation is consistent
with a “wedge” model ascribed to other known curvature-
generating proteins:10 the hydrophobic insertion of an
amphipathic α-helix acts as a wedge, pushing phospholipid
headgroups apart, inducing thinning and spontaneous local
curvature. Here, we aim to understand how membrane
remodeling by α-syn affects the fibril formation process.
Since negatively charged lipids are considered important for

membrane tubulation,8a,b we selected phosphatidylcholine, (1-
palmitoyl-2-oleoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphocholine, POPC), a zwit-
terionic and the most abundant phospholipid in all mammalian
membranes, as a negative control.11 Negative staining and TEM
were employed to visualize and assess vesicle morphology. Most
unexpectedly, unilamellar POPC vesicles were significantly
remodeled upon addition of α-syn (Figures 1 and S1). In the
absence of α-syn, minimal vesicle deformation is observed
(Figure 1A). As α-syn is added, vesicle remodeling is apparent
with buds forming at the submicromolar regime (Figure 1B). At
higher protein concentrations, tubulation occurs (Figure 1C,D).
Analysis of TEM images yielded the fraction of tubule area
formed as a function of α-syn concentration (Figure 1E, Table
S1). With increasing α-syn, more tubulation is observed. POPC
tubulation by α-syn (5 μM) is also seen at varying lipid
concentrations (Figure S2).
POPC tubule structures induced by α-syn are wider (average

diameter = 20 ± 5 nm) compared to that of previously reported
cylindrical micelles formed from POPG multilamellar vesicles
(MLVs).8a,b Lipid tubules formed from sonicated POPG vesicles
have similar widths to those formed from MLVs (7 ± 3 nm,
Figure S3). To directly compare and to exclude the effect of
vesicle preparation methods, POPC MLVs as well as extruded
POPC vesicles (100 nm pore size) were examined. Tubules are
observed independent of lipid preparation (Figure S4). While
tubules are formed with POPC lipids, they occur with less
efficiency compared to POPG (Figure S5). Deformed POPC
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MLVs appear somewhat intact with tubules emanating from
them. Unlike the POPG tubules, these structures would scatter
significant amounts of light and thus not become optically clear
upon the addition of α-syn.8a

To detect secondary structural changes of α-syn in the
presence of POPC vesicles, far-UV CD spectroscopy was
employed. In solution, α-syn is highly disordered with a
characteristic negative maximum near 200 nm. No discernible
spectral changes are observed upon the addition of vesicles
(Figure 1F), indicating that the protein remains unfolded (see
Table S2 for deconvolution results). While these results are
suggestive that unstructured α-syn is capable of transforming
vesicles with no net surface charge into tubules, these
measurements do have their associated detection limits and do
not preclude the existence of low amounts of helical structure.
Moreover, they are made at equilibrium and therefore do not
address structural changes that may occur under nonequilibrium
conditions which may be the case for membrane tubulation.
As the interaction region between α-syn and POPC vesicles is

unknown and generally considered nonexistent11 or ill-defined,12

we employed five single Trp variants13 (F4W, Y39W, F94W,
Y125W, and Y136W) and time-resolved fluorescence anisotropy
measurements to probe for association through Trp side-chain
mobility. In buffer, all Trp sites show similar kinetics, where
∼90% of the Trp fluorescence depolarizes rapidly (≤150 ps) and
the residual anisotropy (r0 = 0.06) decays to zero (0.8 ns time
constant, Figure 2A), consistent with an unfolded polypeptide.14

Upon the addition of POPC vesicles, r0 for all Trp sites increases
(0.16) and does not fully decay to zero, indicating that a
subpopulation of Trp side chains is highly restricted due to
membrane interaction.
No site dependence is discernible upon association with

POPC vesicles. This is unanticipated because it is well-known
that the first 100 residues constitute the helical, membrane
binding region, while the last 40 C-terminal, acidic residues
remain disordered and water-exposed.15 However, it had been
proposed that the glutamate-rich C-terminal region (120−140),
rather than the N-terminal portion, interacts with the positively
charged choline headgroups.16 Thus, it is reasonable to expect
some differences among the Trp sites. While our data suggest

nonspecific lipid interaction throughout the polypeptide chain,
the lack of residue specificity may also be explained by the general
restriction of intrachain diffusion on the bilayer. Nevertheless, as
r0 value increases with increasing concentrations of POPC, a
binding curve can be obtained (Figure 2B). The data were fit to
yield a partition constant, Kp ∼ 300 M−1, confirming weak
binding as previously reported,12a ∼14 times smaller than that
obtained for POPC/POPA.6

Because there is no apparent specific region for interaction, we
tested whether different regions of the protein could induce
membrane remodeling. Both truncation (1−60 and 96−140)
and deletion (Δ61−95) α-syn variants were able to reshape
POPC vesicles (Figure S7). This phenomenon appears to be a
general property of the synuclein family as the other homologous
members, β- and γ-syn, also bend and reshape vesicles. As a
negative control, the addition of bovine serum albumin, a
standard protein used to model nonspecific interaction, does not
influence membrane structure (Figure S7). Finally, we establish
that N-terminally acetylated α-syn also remodels POPC vesicles
(Figure S7) since it is now known that the majority of protein is
acetylated in vivo and that this post-translational modification
enhances membrane interactions in vitro.17

Insertion of a short helix (<11 residues as estimated by CD
data) with minimal surface coverage (∼0.2%) is unlikely to
generate the observed tubule width according to the hydro-
phobic insertion model.18 So, how does a disordered protein
deform vesicles? We hypothesize that upon protein binding, a
local enrichment of α-syn molecules causes an asymmetric stress
to the outer leaflet, initiating spontaneous curvature generation.
Rather than embedding of a small helix at or below the phosphate
level, interactions of the disordered 140 residue α-syn near the
choline region would hypothetically impart adequate inclusion
area to causemembrane tubulation. The surface area coverage for
unstructured α-syn is estimated at∼21−27% (L/P = 300), which
is sufficient for spontaneous curvature generation with shallow
penetration (2−3 Å) from the lipid surface.18

This proposal may explain why POPC bending by α-syn is
weaker than what has been observed for POPG which results
from a deeper insertion of an extended helix (>63% helical
content). Alternatively, α-syn induced POPC tubulation may
occur via the mechanism of protein−protein crowding where
with sufficient surface coverage (≥20%), membranes are bent
with proteins concentrating at the membrane surface.19 Clearly,

Figure 1. TEM images of POPC vesicle remodeling by α-syn. (A)
POPC vesicles alone ([POPC] = 0.6 mM), upon the addition of (B)
0.25, (C) 3, and (D) 5 μM α-syn. Lipid-to-protein molar ratios (L/P)
are as stated. Measurements were performed at RT. Length of scale bar
is 100 nm. (E) Corresponding image analysis of tubule formation
induced by increasing α-syn concentration. Mean values and standard
deviations are shown. (F) CD spectra of α-syn (5 μM) as a function of
increasing POPC concentration (20 mM MOPS, 100 mM NaCl, pH 7,
25 °C). L/P (0−600) is colored from red to purple.

Figure 2. Time-resolved Trp anisotropy measurements. (A) Anisotropy
(r) decays for F4W (blue), Y39W (cyan), F94W (green), Y125W
(orange), and Y136W (red) in solution (5 μM in 20 mM MOPS, 100
mM NaCl, pH 7, 25 °C) and upon the addition of POPC vesicles (1.5
mM). Representative single exponential fits are shown in black. See
Figure S6 for N-acetyl-tryptophanamide controls. (B) Vesicle binding
curves generated from F4W residual anisotropy (r0) for POPC (red)
and POPC with 40% cholesterol (black). Error bars represent standard
deviations from the mean for independent measurements. Inset: F4W
anisotropy decays with increasing POPC vesicles (0−2.5 mM; L/P = 0−
500). Labels for x- and y-axes are omitted for clarity.
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to elucidate themechanism of POPCmembrane tubulation by α-
syn, further characterization is needed including determination
of lipid tubule structure and the location of α-syn on these
structures.
To gain insights from the lipid perspective, we examined two

other vesicle compositions incorporating cholesterol (Chol) or
POPA into POPC vesicles. The addition of Chol, a vital
structural molecule of cellular membranes, should suppress
curvature generation as the bilayer becomes more ordered and
rigid.20 We also reasoned that despite its high propensity to
induce α-syn helical structure,13 the preference for negative
curvature of the small PA headgroup will likely attenuate
membrane tubulation. As predicted, α-syn induced tubulation of
POPC/Chol (3:2) and POPC/POPA (1:1) vesicles is reduced
and nonexistent, respectively (Figure S8). Effects of Chol on
vesicle remodeling of POPC by α-syn are quantified in Figures S9
and S10 as well as in Table S3. Differences in membrane
remodeling are not attributable to binding affinities as α-syn
binding to POPC/Chol vesicles (Kp ∼ 200 M−1, Figure 2B) is
comparable to POPC alone. For POPC/POPA vesicles, helical
formation does not induce membrane tubulation. Using a
supported bilayer, another study found that tubulation is
minimized with increasing POPA concentration.8e

With establishment of lipid compositions that support and
prevent membrane remodeling, we measured the effect of tubule
(POPC) and nontubule forming (POPC/POPA) lipid vesicles
on α-syn fibril formation kinetics. Aggregation experiments were
performed in the absence and presence of varying amounts of
vesicles and monitored by thioflavin T (ThT) fluorescence
(Figure 3A). After reaching stationary phase, β-sheet and fibril
structure are characterized by CD spectroscopy and TEM,
respectively (Figure 3B−I).
Highly divergent behaviors are evident for the two lipid

compositions, affecting both lag and growth phases. The
presence of POPC vesicles slows α-syn aggregation. Notably,
ThT intensity is decreased as POPC vesicles are increased,
suggesting either amyloid formation is reduced or the aggregates
are substantially less ThT active. CD data are consistent with the
reduction of amyloid formation as the presence of β-sheet
structure is decreased compared to α-syn fibrils formed in buffer
alone (Figure 3B). In contrast, the lag phase is shortened, and the
growth rate is accelerated in the presence of POPC/POPA
vesicles. Formation of a partially helical structure (∼13% helicity,
L/P = 50) in POPC/POPA stimulates fibril formation,
consistent with prior work.21 The mechanism of POPC/POPA
enhancement of α-syn aggregation remains to be elucidated. It is
possible that concentration of a few α-syn molecules, and/or
formation of transient α-helix intermediates at the membrane
interface, facilitates protein−protein interactions, forming a
nucleation site for recruitment of other α-synucleins and thereby
enhancing the aggregation process.
No distinctive morphological differences between the

filaments formed under the different solution conditions are
observed by TEM (Figure 3). However, POPC vesicles are
clearly deformed. Consistent with ThT data, fewer fibrils are seen
in the presence of more POPC vesicles. Instead, tubules are
present and dominate at higher L/P (Figure 3F), implying that
the two structures compete for the available pool of free α-syn.
POPC remodeling by α-syn appears to be independent of
relative rate of aggregation as consistent results were obtained at
acidic pH (5.0), a solution condition known to facilitate
oligomerization and fibril formation (Figure S11).22

When preformed α-syn filaments are added to POPC vesicles,
no membrane restructuring is observed (Figure 3G). All vesicles
are circular and intact, suggesting that monomers, rather than
fibrils, remodel membranes. Our data do not rule out the
possibility of membrane deformation by α-syn oligomers or
intermediates populated during aggregation. The involvement of
oligomers is plausible as shown in two recent studies. One
suggested that helical α-syn oligomers transform POPG vesicles
into ellipsoidal nanoparticles.23 The other showed that α-syn,
removed during the lag-phase, forms tube-like structures when
added to PC membranes,24 though these structures were
interpreted to be radiating α-syn amyloid fibrils and not
deformed membranes. Since monomers do remodel POPC
membranes (Figure 1), we favor activity by the monomer, which
explains the observed inhibition of amyloid formation where
monomers are sequestered from aggregation.
In contrast to POPC, POPC/POPA vesicles remain intact

during α-syn aggregation (Figure 3H,I). No obvious tubular
structures are observed. While the presence of lipid tubules
cannot be completely excluded as differences in filament vs
tubule morphology may be difficult to discern, ThT and CD data
support that amyloid fibrils are prevalent. Many fibrils appear to
associate with vesicles. It could be inferred that the membrane
serves as aggregation initiation sites or simply that the fibrils
themselves have some affinity for the membrane surface. Both
cases are plausible as POPC/POPA vesicles strongly influence α-

Figure 3. α-Syn amyloid formation in the presence of lipid membranes.
(A) Representative ThT fluorescence monitored aggregation kinetics
for α-syn in solution (black) and with increasing POPC (light to dark
red, L/P = 1, 10, and 50) and POPC/POPA (light to dark green, L/P =
1, 10, and 50) vesicles ([α-syn] = 70 μM in 20 mM MOPS, 100 mM
NaCl, pH 7, 37 °C, orbital shaking, 2 mm glass beads). Data of replicates
(n = 2−3) from one plate are shown. Lipid-dependent trends were
comparable and reproducible though variability in the absolute lag times
was observed from different plates (n ≥ 3). (B) Corresponding far-UV
CD spectra for α-syn before (lines) and after (symbols) aggregation in
buffer (black), with POPC (dark red, L/P = 50) and with POPC/POPA
(dark green, L/P = 50). Representative TEM images for (C) α-syn in
buffer, (D) α-syn + POPC (L/P = 1), (E) α-syn + POPC (L/P = 10),
(F) α-syn + POPC (L/P = 50) after aggregation (4 d), cyan and yellow
arrows indicate α-syn fibrils and membrane tubules, respectively, (G)
POPC (0.6 mM) + preformed α-syn fibrils, (H) α-syn + POPC/POPA
(L/P = 10), and (I) α-syn + POPC/POPA (L/P = 50) after aggregation
(4 d). Length of scale bar is 100 nm.
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syn aggregation and preformed amyloids also appear to adhere to
POPC vesicles (Figure 3G).
In summary, α-syn directly remodels and tubulates zwitter-

ionic POPC membranes. Strikingly, α-syn deforms POPC
vesicles through weak interactions (estimated dissociation
constant, Kd ∼ mM), which is unusual for membrane curvature
generating proteins such as amphiphysin 1 and BAR domains
where Kd values are in the range of tens to hundreds of nM.25

This work suggests that membrane bending by α-syn may be
more complicated than the currently proposed amphipathic helix
insertion model; however, more work is needed to evaluate
whether other mechanisms are at play. α-Syn mediates
membrane curvature generation in concert with various lipids,
suggesting that this ability may be of biological relevance. A
recent study inmice with all three α-, β-, and γ-syn genes knocked
out demonstrates enhanced levels of several BAR domain
proteins,8d membrane curvature sensing/generating proteins,
implying up-regulation to compensate the loss of function from
synuclein deficiency. Other possibilities include α-syn playing a
role in synaptic vesicle fusion during neurotransmission.26

Finally, there also may be pathological connections for α-syn
induced membrane bending. For example, α-syn overexpression
results in excess α-syn release and transmission through
exosomes, a proposed pathway for intercellular exchange of
material,27 supporting the controversial hypothesis that PD is a
prion-like disease.28 α-Syn aggregation appears to be inhibited as
a result of membrane remodeling, i.e., more monomers involved
in tubule formation so fewer proteins are available to form fibrils.
In a healthy individual, lipid metabolism is tightly regulated, but
the balance changes with age.29 It is conceivable that subtle and/
or local differences in membrane composition may lead to
aberrant membrane deformation or enhance formation of
cytotoxic aggregates, two distinct pathological outcomes.
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